
Delhi Public Elementary School 
Session 2022-2023 

CLASS: VI 

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
ENGLISH 

Dear Students, 
Your Holidays Homework this year is a fun mix of different aspects of the language. It has been designed 
to ensure that you enjoy and learn at the same time. Make a folder using A4 size coloured sheets and 
present it beautifully. 

  
1. Read Roald Dahl’s famous book ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ or watch the movie made on the 

same book. 

A. Write a short summary of the story in about 75 words and name the main characters. 

B. Choose any 10 interesting adjectives from the book which are used to describe the characters and find 

their dictionary meanings. 

C. Design a book cover for the above mentioned book. Remember, a book cover has the name of the book, 

author’s name, illustrator’s name and an illustration. Be as creative as you can! 

 

 2. Write a paragraph in about 50 words on ‘India – the Land of Different Cultures’ and paste pictures of 

famous monuments to support your paragraph. 

 

 3. Design a 5 page travelogue using your ingenuity. The following points can be included:  

A. Place/places you visited during holidays 

B. Food and culture 

C. People and language 

D. Special things about that place 

E. What do you liked best about the place? 
4. Make an attractive hanging chart with any grammar topic.  

Hints: 

a. Chart should be attractive  

b. Content should be correct and relevant to the topic 

c. Use colour sheet and any other material to decorate it  

d. Use any grammar topic like ; Tenses, Modals, Noun, Determiners, Pronouns. Laxical verbs , Sentences 

etc.  

5. Read news paper daily ( online / hard copy if it coming at home). 

A. Separate any 10 Informative news articles. 

( science / technology / educations / sports /health ) 

B. Collect all Paper cutting of these article and past it in ‘Scrape Book’ and decorate it  

 

6. It’s MOVIE TIME! Following is a list of movies which you have to watch during the holidays.  

 

❖ Charlotte’s Web ❖ Finding Nemo ❖ Mary Poppins ❖ Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

After watching any movie you have to write the plot of the movie. 
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MATHS 
Q.1. Write and learn tables of 2 to 20. 

Q.2. Write and learn squares of 1 to 20 and cubes of 1 to 15. 

Q.3. Define the following with the help of examples: Natural Numbers, Whole Numbers, Integers, 

Prime Numbers, Composite Numbers, Even number and Odd Numbers. 

Q.4. What is the Importance of mathematics in our day today life write some examples. 

Q.5. What is predecessor and successor .Explain with examples? 

Q.6. Write all properties of whole numbers. Also explain with suitable examples. 

Q.7. Explain angle, triangle, Quadrilaterals, circle with suitable diagrams. 

 

SCIENCE 
1. Collect information on food items popular in different regions of India. Collect their pictures 

and make a collage. 
 

2. Collect the pictures of food items comprising balanced diet and paste it on a paper plate. Also 
describe all the nutrients along with deficiency diseases. 

 

 

 



 

SST 
Preparation of the project 

~ The total length of the Project Report will not be more than 5-6 hand written pages. 

~ The Project Report will be presented in a neatly bound simple folder. 

~ Credit will be awarded to original drawings, relevant pictures, illustrations and creative use of 

materials. 

The project report will be presented in the following order: 

1- Project’s title and student’s information. 

2- Introduction. 

3- Specific details. 

4- Summary and conclusion 

 
S.no   Aspects     Marks 

(a)  content, accuracy, originally   2 

(b)  Presentation and creativity   2 

(c)  Viva voce     1 

Project Names 

#solar system  

#early human 

#pollution (air, noise, water) 

 

Make a dictionary  

(Read the chapter find out the difficult word and make the dictionary) 

Complete the worksheet of related topic. 

(Chapter one history and chapter one geography) 

 

COMPUTER 

Q.1.  The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a buzzword in the field of computer science. 

 Search more about AI with the help of Internet, newspapers and computer magazines. Make a 

 PowerPoint presentation on the topic - "Development of Artificial Intelligence". 

 

 

 

 


